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	CharacterName 2: Anders 'The Exile' Weyland
	Age: 150
	Height: 6' 10"
	Weight: 175
	Eyes: Bronze Dragon Blue
	Skin: Bronze
	Hair: Shock White
	Faction Symbol Image: 
	Allies: 
	FactionName: 
	Backstory: As a young Elf, Anders was always reading books and building things, traps, mysterious contraptions, and the like. People always commented that young Anders was part Gnome or Dwarf given how naturally he took to playing with tools. He came from an accomplished house that was held in high regard, having produced skilled Rangers, Druids, lone-wolf scouts, and leaders in times of war. There were rumours over the centuries with all the success in one house there must have been some powerful god watching over the house of Weyland. This was demonstrated again when the young Elon Weyland was selected to go into advanced combat training.While studying with the Glades scholars at the young age of 75, he was identified as having a Draconic bloodline. Anders' peers noticed that while he was deep in thought or working on a particularly difficult problem that sparks and lightning would trace over his skin, his hair would stand on end from static charge, metallic objects would levitate around him. With that Anders was formally adopted by the Sorcerers of the Glade, placed in advanced studies in lightning as there are old stories of one of his ancestors who was reputed for killing a Bronze Dragon (lightning dragon), this story was always denied by House Weyland but rumours have a life of their own. The family secret was Anders' ancestor let the noble dragon go before the hunting party arrived the dragon promised to protect his House.While out training in the woods with the other disciples he was practicing a lightning spell on a dead tree in the distance, he overheard some of the Elders speaking in hushed tones and came over to deliver the news of his young brother Elon's exile. When the elders turned to walk away Weyland turned back to his target to release his anger on the dead tree and instead unleashed something else entirely. The spell should have broken a thick branch, maybe a split the trunk instead something else happened. He screamed in rage and fury in a voice that didn't sound entirely like his own voice. The ground shook, clouds formed as if from nothing, and a portal opened in the sky small cracks of lighting started hitting trees all across the distant dead forest. Suddenly a single bolt of lightning of unspeakable power came from the portal and struck the tree. The entire dead forest exploded, not a single tree remained. When Rangers were sent into the devastated area there was a circle of earth turned to glass nearly a 100 meters in diameter, and oddly several Rangers found shiny bronze springs, and gears.Later as he continued his studies he also began to search for his exiled brother, he thought if he could build a powerful enough telescope he could see where his brother went into hiding. Late at night and in his dreams he would hear a voice sometimes, and his best ideas for building his telescope came from these dreams, he always recalled the instructions as if spoken in another voice, one not his own. When he was finished he looked into the telescope, and saw a nightmare. An orb of gears and that grew as he looked at it, until it filled his vision and he saw the source of the voice. It wasn't an orb, it was a planet, and on a mechanical throne sat a powerful figure with a chest filled with machines. Could it be the planet Mechanus, could that figure be Primus? He pulled back from the telescope and felt jolt of pain and passed out.Anders was found by other apprentices who came running at the sound of thunder seemingly coming from the tower library. Anders was laying on the ground with his robes in tatters and still smoking. It appeared he was struck by lightning as he had the tell tale burns that many victims had that resembled lightning starting at the base of his neck and spreading over his whole body. He woke shortly after being found and was taken to be healed by the clerics.The investigation concluded that Anders only survived the lightning strike because he of his bronze dragon bloodline. However it also uncovered that Anders had been studying the dark arts of the Warlock. The elders claimed he had made a pact with Primus, and as evidence they showed the gears found at the site in the forest, and similar gears that were undeniably of the same origin that were found around his body in the tower, also the same gears that made up his telescope. Since his brother has recently been exiled for practicing the forbidden art of poisoning, and now he was a Warlock the council had no choice. The entirety of House Weyland was exiled from the Glades for 2 generations.His scars would never fade, likely a punishment from his Patron the powerful Primus and they would glow when Anders was enraged in battle. While Anders embraced his Warlock powers, he had no ambition to deepen his knowledge in those arts. He would travel, looking for his brother and using his powers to earn his keep, not always for good.
	Feat+Traits: Draconic Ancestry: Bronze Dragon/LightningDraconic Resilience: +1 hp per Sorcerer level, natural AC 13+DEXTrance(racial, pg.23): Elves only need a short restDarkvision(racial): up to 60 feetMask of the wild(pg.24): Can attempt to hide in light cover in natural surroundingsCriminal Contact(pg.129)
	Treasure: 
	CHARACTER IMAGE: 


